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INTERESTED IN A QUOTE?
Scan or visit atlanticplywood.com/redilam
for more information

About AP Redilam

ONE-STOP Service

LIMITLESS Combinations

FAST DELIVERY to 
all APC Locations

Why Choose Redilam?

Atlantic Plywood’s Redilam service provides a unique custom panel assembly solution 

to our fabrication and millwork customers.  Laminates, cores, substrates and veneered 

panels have been Atlantic Plywood’s business since our inception in 1974 and it’s one 

of the main reasons we’re the trusted supplier of panel products in the Eastern US.  

With access to virtually every core and substrate for every application, and capable of 

pressing any quantity of panels from 25” to 60” in width and up to 12’ in length, APC 

Redilam provides a unique opportunity for our customers to create and fabricate their 

custom designs with custom materials.  With Redilam, we also can offer cut-to-size and 

edge banding of your custom panels, providing more labor and cost savings!

AP Redilam is a unique custom service offered to Atlantic 

Plywood customers, helping alleviate extra costs in labor and 

materials.  Instead of ordering laminates, cores, adhesives 

and edge-banding, simply provide us the spec and we do the 

pressing for you, saving valuable time and labor costs. 

With a huge selection of in-stock laminates, markerboards, 

metal and vood veneers and more, AP Redilam can provide 

custom panels for your fabrication and millwork needs.  We’ll 

even cut them to size and edge band saving valuable labor 

costs.

As our network of locations grow, our capabilties also expand.  

We can supply custom AP Redilam panels to any of our 

locations in the East, South East or Midwest, often in two weeks 

time.  Need it faster?  Just ask!

 W We can press any and all major laminate brands such as Formica®, Pionite®, 
Wilsonart®, Nevamar®, all backers, phenolic-backed metal laminate and even 10, 20 
and 30 mil veneers

 W Core options include: MDF, PBC, Medex, Veneer Core, Foam Core, Fire resistant PBC 
to meet any spec such as NAF, Fire-rated, FSC, Exterior and more

 W We can laminate all standard thicknesses up to 5’ x 12’.  For a special thickness, please 
call customer service to confirm

 W We use Choice Brand Adhesives for laminate bonds that are built to last

 W No quantity too small.  Just ask!

 W Short lead times and experienced staff


